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Question 1  Alternative 1 

Which one of the registers of the Intel microprocessor can be regarded as the accumulator register? 

The AX register is known as the Accumulator Register. 

(Guide 502, p. 7) 

 

Question 2  Alternative 3 

Which one of the registers of the Intel microprocessor is known as the Count register and can be used to 
control the number of times a loop is executed? 

CX is known as the Count register. 

(Guide 502, p. 7) 

 

Question 3  Alternative 2 

Which one of the registers of the Intel microprocessor is known as the Base register and can be used as 
a pointer to memory? 

BX is known as the Base register and it is the only general-purpose register that can be used as a pointer, i.e. in 
register-indirect addressing. 

(Guide 502, p. 7) 

 

Question 4  Alternative 4 

Consider the following DEBUG display: 

AX=0012  BX=0000  CX=0000  DX=0235  SP=FFEE  BP=0000  SI=0000  DI=0000 
DS=1600  ES=1597  SS=1234  CS=1597  IP=0106   NV UP EI PL NZ NA PO NC 
1597:0106 03062001      ADD     AX,[0120]                          DS:0120=06E8 
 

What is the effective 20-bit address of the next instruction that will be executed? 

This address is calculated using the Instruction Pointer (IP) and the Code Segment register (CS). 

 

Self-test A 
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CS               15970h (Remember to add 0 at the end) 

IP    0106h 

Address =     15A76h 

(Guide 502, pp. 8 – 10) 

 

Question 5 Alternative 3 

Refer to the DEBUG display in Question 4. What is the effective 20-bit address of the top of the stack? 

This address is calculated using the Stack Pointer (SP) and the Stack Segment register (SS). 

 SS   12340h 

 SP   FFEEh 

Address =           2232Eh 

(Guide 502, pp. 8 – 10) 

 

Question 6 Alternative 1 

Refer to the DEBUG display in Question 4. The next instruction to be executed is an ADD instruction. 
One of the operands is found in the AX register. What is the effective 20-bit address of the memory 
position where the other operand is stored? 

The address is calculated using the offset address of the operand (i.e. 120h) and the Data Segment register 
(DS). 

 DS  16000h 

 offset    0120h 

 address =  16120h 

(Guide 502, pp. 8 – 10) 

 

Question 7 Alternative 2 

Refer to the DEBUG display in Question 4. What is the status of the following flags? 

(a) the sign flag 
(b) the carry flag 
(c) the overflow flag 
(d) the zero flag   
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The status of the flags can be obtained from the area marked in bold on the display. 

AX=0012  BX=0000  CX=0000  DX=0235  SP=FFEE  BP=0000  SI=0000  DI=0000 
DS=1600  ES=1597  SS=1234  CS=1597  IP=0106   NV UP EI PL NZ NA PO NC 
1597:0106 03062001      ADD     AX,[0120]                          DS:0120=06E8 
 
 

PL indicates a positive number, so the sign flag is clear (0). 

NC indicates that there is no carry out, so the carry flag is clear (0). 

NV indicates no overflow, so overflow flag is not set (0).  

NZ indicates that the result of the previous operation was not equal to zero, so the zero flag is clear (0). Note 
that the zero flag will be set, i.e. = 1, if the result of the previous operation was equal to zero. (Sounds a bit 
contradictory.) 

(Guide 502, pp. 10, 11) 

 

Question 8   Alternative 3  

Refer to the DEBUG display in Question 4. What is the hexadecimal representation of the machine code 
for the instruction that is the next to be executed? 

The hex representation of the machine code for an instruction is shown on the left-hand side of the instruction, 
i.e. the area marked in bold on the display given below. 

AX=0012  BX=0000  CX=0000  DX=0235  SP=FFEE  BP=0000  SI=0000  DI=0000 
DS=1600  ES=1597  SS=1234  CS=1597  IP=0106   NV UP EI PL NZ NA PO NC 
1597:0106 03062001      ADD     AX,[0120]              DS:0120=06E8 

 

(Guide 501, p. 24) 

Question 9  Alternative 1  

What is the hexadecimal representation of the value 25.75 if it is stored in memory using the IEEE 
single-precision floating-point format? 

25.7510  = 11001.112 

= 1.100111 × 24 

= 1.100111 × 2131 - 127 

So e = 13110 = 100000112 

The number is positive, so s = 0. 

The 1 to the left of the binary point is a hidden bit, so f = 100111000… 

The representation of this number using the IEEE single-precision floating-point format is as follows: 

0 10000011 100111000…… 
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Regroup the bit pattern to get the hex representation: 

0 10000011 100111000… (Bit pattern) 

0100   0001  1100   1110  00… (Regroup into groups of 4 bits) 

    4        1        C         E      0   … 

(Guide 502, pp. 24, 25) 

 

Question 10 Alternative 1 

Postfix notation is also known as reverse Polish notation. 

(Stallings, pp. 411 - 412) 

 

Question 11 Alternative 4 

The value BEF00000h is the hexadecimal representation of a floating-point value that is stored in 
memory using the IEEE single-precision floating-point format. What binary value is represented? 

Get the corresponding bit pattern of the hex representation: 

    B    E    F    0     0     0    0   0 

1011 1110 1111 0000 0… 

Regroup to get the IEEE representation: 

s          e                  f 

1  01111101  11100000… 

The formula for a number stored in IEEE single-precision floating-point format is as follows: 

value = (-1)s 1.f  × 2 e - 127. 

s = 1, so the value is negative. 

e = 011111012 = 12510. 

f = 1110000… 

The value is   (-1)s 1.f  × 2 e - 127 

= - 1.111000002 × 2125 - 127 

= - 1.111000002 × 2 -2 

= - 0.01111000002 

(Guide 502, pp. 24, 25) 
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Question 12 Alternative 3 

Consider the following instruction: MOV AX,1234 

What will the contents of the AX register be if the instruction was assembled (i) in DEBUG and (ii) in 
NASM respectively? 

DEBUG considers all values as hexadecimal. The contents of AX is 1234h. 

NASM considers all values as decimal unless otherwise indicated. The contents of AX is 123410. 

(Guide 501, Section B.5) 

 

Question 13 Alternative 2 

Suppose AX contains the hexadecimal value 1234h and you execute the instruction MOV [120],AX 
using DEBUG. How would the value 1234h be stored in memory? 

Bytes comprising one word, or one double word, are stored in reverse byte order in memory on the Pentium. 
The value 12h will be stored in memory position 121h and the value 34h in memory position 120h. 

(Guide 502, p. 14) 

 

Question 14 Alternative 3 

Which register of the Intel microprocessor is known as the Source Index register? 

The SI register is known as the Source Index register. It can be used as a pointer to memory by using register-
indirect addressing. This is handy if we want to access individual bytes in an array of bytes, for example. 
Suppose SI contains the address of the start of a string of characters. The instruction MOV AL,[SI] will move 
the first character to AL since SI ‘points’ to the start of the string. 

(Guide 502, p. 10) 

 

Question 15 Alternative 3 

If you assemble a program using NASM, what will be the result of the assembler directive  

DB  11,12,13,14? 

Four bytes will be reserved in memory and the values 11, 12, 13 and 14 (decimal) respectively stored in these 
4 bytes. 

(Guide 501,  Section B.5) 
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Question 16 Alternative 4 

What is the two’s complement representation of the integer value -79? 

The binary representation of 79 is 01001111 using 8 bits.  

79                       = 01001111  

complement each bit 10110000 

add 1                1 

 10110001 

(Stallings, pp. 331, 332) 

 

Question 17 Alternative 4 

What is the infix version of the following postfix expression? 

ABCDE + × × / 

ABCDE + × × / 

=  ABC(D+E) × × /  

=  AB (C × (D+E)) × / 

=  A(B × (C × (D+E))) / 

=  A/(B × (C × (D+E))) 

(Stallings, pp. 411 – 412) 

 

Question 18 Alternative 3 

What is the postfix version of the following infix expression? 

(A + B) × (C + D) + E 

(A + B) × (C + D) + E 

= (A + B)(C + D) × + E 

= AB + (C + D) × + E 

= (AB + CD + ×) + E 

= AB + CD + × E + 

(Stallings, pp. 411 – 412) 
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Question 19 Alternative 3 

Aside from postfix and infix notation, one could also have expressions in prefix notation. This means 
that the operator precedes its two operands in the expression. This is also called Polish notation, named 
after the famous Polish logician Łukasiewicz. Using the same principles that were applied for infix to 
postfix conversion, what is the prefix version of the following infix expression: 

(A + B) × (C + D) + E 

= (A + B) × (C + D) + E 

= × (A + B)(C + D) + E 

= × + AB(C + D) + E 

= (× + AB + CD) + E 

= + × + AB + CDE 

 

Question 20 Alternative 4 

Which one of the following statements regarding big-endian machines is false? 

1. A big-endian processor has to perform addition when it converts a 32-bit integer address to a 16-bit 
integer address. TRUE. 

2. Integers and character strings are stored in the same order. TRUE. 
3. A big-endian machine can compare integer-aligned character strings faster than a little-endian 

machine. TRUE. 
4. It is easier to perform high-precision arithmetic on a big-endian machine than on a little-endian 

machine. FALSE: It is easier to perform higher-precision arithmetic on little-endian machines since 
the least-significant byte is stored first. 

(Stallings, pp. 414 – 417) 
 

Question 21 Alternative 4  

Which one of the following statements regarding endianness is correct? 

1. All machines use the same standard regarding endianness. INCORRECT: Some machines use big-
endian byte-ordering while others use little-endian byte-ordering. 

2. The bit and byte ordering on one machine is always the same. INCORRECT: One some machines this 
might be true but there is no standard way of ordering bits and bytes on a machine. 

3. Both bits and bytes are numbered from 0. INCORRECT: There is also no standard way of numbering 
bits and bytes. Numbering starts from 0 on some machines and from 1 on other machines.   

4. The Intel Pentium is a little-endian machine. CORRECT.  
(Stallings, pp. 414 – 417) 
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Question 22 Alternative 4 

Consider the subroutine given below. The subroutine adds two values together. The two values are 
passed to the subroutine on the stack and the result is returned on the stack. The two instructions 
preceding the RET instruction is called the epilog. 

sub: 
pop     dx  ; 
pop     ax       ; subroutine prolog   
pop     bx  ; 
add     ax,bx 
push    ax  ; subroutine epilog 
push    dx  ; 

   ret 
 

The following code fragment represents an example of what the call could look like: 

push    ax  ; start-up sequence 
push    bx  ; 
call    sub 
pop     cx  ; clean-up sequence 
 

CX contains the final result. 

(Guide 502, pp. 33 - 38) 

 

Question 23 Alternative 3 

Refer to the subroutine in Question 22. The first three instructions in the subroutine are called the 
subroutine prolog. 

Refer to discussion in the previous question.  

(Guide 502, pp. 33 - 38) 

 

Question 24 Alternative 3 

Refer to the subroutine in Question 22. What is the purpose of the first instruction? 

The CALL instruction stores the return address on the stack. In the example given in the discussion of 
Question 22, the return address is the address of the instruction following the CALL in the main program, 
namely the POP CX instruction. We need this address to know where to continue processing when we return 
from the subroutine call, but we also need to remove the two input parameters from the stack. The first 
instruction, i.e. POP DX stores the return address temporarily in DX. 

(Guide 502, pp. 33 - 38) 
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Question 25 Alternative 1 

Refer to the subroutine in Question 22. 

The instruction preceding the RET instruction pushes the return address, which was stored temporarily in DX, 
onto the stack. When the RET instruction is executed, the return address is popped from the stack and stored 
in the IP register. Execution of the calling program can thus continue from the instruction following the 
CALL. 

(Guide 502, pp. 33 - 38) 

 

Question 26 Alternative 1 

If you use the INT 21h instruction to accept one character from the keyboard, where will you find the 
character that was entered by the user when the interrupt service routine gives control back to your 
program? 

The interrupt service routine, which is part of the operating system, stores the character that was input by the 
user in the AL register. 

(Guide 501, pp. 59 – 60) 

 

Question 27 Alternative 3 

If you use the INT 21h instruction to display one character on the screen, where must this character be 
stored before the INT 21h instruction is executed?  

The DL register must contain the character (in ASCII) to be displayed when the INT 21h is executed. 

(Guide 501, pp. 59 – 60) 

 

Question 28 Alternative 1 

We can use INT 10h to set the screen colour. What is the hexadecimal representation of the contents of 
BL for the screen colour to be set to grey on blue (blinking)? 

The layout of BH is as follows: 

Bit    7    6                4    3            0 

   

 

If bit 7 is set, the display will blinking. 

Bits 4 - 6 contain the background colour. 

Bits 0 - 3 contain the foreground colour. 

The bit pattern is thus 1 001 1000. Regroup into groups of 4 bits to give 1001 1000.  
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The hex representation is 98h. 

(Guide 501, pp. 57, 58) 

 

Question 29 Alternative 2 

What should the value of CL be if we use the following shift-right instruction to divide the value in the 
AX register by 4? 

 shr ax,cl 

If we shift AX right once, AX is divided by 2; if we shift AX right twice, AX is divided by 4; etc. 

(Guide 502, p. 22) 

 

Question 30 Alternative 3 

What should the value of CL be if we use the following shift-left instruction to multiply the value in the 
AX register by 8? 

 shl  ax,cl 

If we shift AX left once, we multiply AX by 2; if we shift AX left twice, we multiply AX by 4; if we shift AX 
left 3 times, we multiply AX by 8, etc. 

(Guide 502, p. 22) 

 

Question 31 Alternative 1 

Suppose AX = 1234h and BX = FFFFh. What is the result of the following instruction? 

 and  bx,ax 

AX = 1234h = 0001 0010 0011 0100 (in binary) 

BX = FFFFh =   1111 1111 1111 1111 (in binary) 

         0001 0010 0011 0100 

AND     1111 1111 1111 1111 

=        0001 0010 0011 0100 

The result is stored in the first operand, i.e. BX = 1234h. The contents of AX will be unchanged. 

(Guide 502, p. 21) 
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Question 32 Alternative 2  

Suppose AX = 1357h and BX = 2468h. What is the result of the following instruction? 

or ax,bx 

AX = 1357h = 0001 0011 0101 0111 (in binary) 

BX = 2468h =   0010 0100 0110 1000 (in binary) 

  0001 0011 0101 0111 

OR         0010 0100 0110 1000 

=           0011 0111 0111 1111 = 377Fh 

The result is stored in AX and the contents of BX are unchanged. 

(Guide 502, p. 21) 

 

Question 33 Alternative 3 

Suppose AX = 1234h. What is the result of the following instruction? 

xor ax,ax 

AX = 1234h = 0001 0010 0011 0100 (in binary) 

 0001 0010 0011 0100 

XOR  0001 0010 0011 0100 

=    0000 0000 0000 0000 

AX is set to zero. This instruction is often used to set a register to zero since it does not affect the flags. 

(Stallings, Chapter 20, Table 20.1) 

 

Question 34 Alternative 3 

Consider the program fragment given below to answer the following 2 questions:  

(a)  How many times will the loop be executed? 

(b) What is the final value of AX after the execution of the loop? 
mov      ax,2 
mov      bx,7 
mov      cx,9 

loop1: 
add      ax,1 
loop    loop1 
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The CX register, which is also known as the count register, can be used to control the number of times a loop 
is executed. At the beginning of the loop, the value of CX is set to 9, i.e. we want to execute the loop 9 times. 
When the LOOP instruction is executed, the value of CX is decremented. If CX is not = 0, the program 
branches back to the label LOOP1. If CX = 0 the instruction following the LOOP instruction is executed. 

The initial value of AX = 2. The value 1 is added to AX each time the loop is executed. The loop is executed 9 
times, so the final value of AX is 11. 

(Guide 502, p. 32) 

Question 35 Alternative 3 

The following fields/flags are usually included in the PSW: 

carry flag 
sign flag 
zero flag 
overflow flag 
flag indicating equality as a result of a logical compare 
user mode/supervisor mode indicator 
interrupts enabled/disabled indicator 
The status of the parity flag is not usually included in the PSW. 

(Stallings, p. 456) 

 

 

 

Self-test B 

 

Question 1  Alternative 3   

The following are benefits of using glass substrates over aluminium material on magnetic disks: 

Improvement in the uniformity of the magnetic film surface to increase reliability.  
A significant reduction in overall surface defects to help reduce read-write errors. 
Greater ability to withstand shock and damage. 
Better stiffness to reduce disk dynamics. 
The ability to support lower fly heights. 
Higher storage capacity is not one of the benefits. 

(Stallings, p. 203) 

 

Question 2 Alternative 1   

In magnetic disk technology, data are transferred to and from the disk in sectors. 

(Stallings, p. 205) 
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Question 3 Alternative 4   

Which one of the following statements regarding multiple-zone recordings is true? 

(1) Within one zone, the number of bits per track varies from one track to another. FALSE: The number 
of bits per track is constant.  

(2) The circuits needed for this device are very easy to design. FALSE: The circuitry is more complex. 
(3) The storage space is the same as that of CAV disks. FALSE: The density of disks using multiple-zone 

recording is higher, so the storage capacity increases.  
(4) Zones further from the center of the disk contain more bits than zones near the center: TRUE. 
(Stallings, p. 206) 
 

Question 4 Alternative 3   

The number of read-write heads per track on a fixed-head disk is one. 

(Stallings, pp. 206, 207) 

 

Question 5 Alternative 1   

On a movable-head system, the time it takes to position the head at the track is known as the seek time. 

(Stallings, p. 210) 

 

Question 6 Alternative 2   

The order in which sectors are read has a great effect on I/O performance.  Consider a typical disk with an 
advertised average seek time of 20 ms, a rotational delay of 8.3 ms and 512-byte sectors with 32 sectors per 
track.  Assume that a file we wish to read consists of 256 sectors and is stored as compactly as possible on the 
disk, i.e. using sequential organisation.  Calculate the time it takes to read the entire file. It is assumed that the 
disk rotates at a speed of 3600rpm. 

The file consists of 256 sectors. Since we are dealing with sequential organisation, it occupies all the sectors 
on eight adjacent tracks (256 sectors = 8 tracks × 32 sectors/track).  The time to read the first track is 
calculated as follows: 

Average seek time  20.0 ms 
Rotational delay  8.3 ms 
Read 32 sectors 16.7 ms (see below) 

45.0 ms 
Note that the transfer time for ‘Read 32 sectors’ is calculated using the formula T = b/r × N.  

The value 16.7 ms is obtained as follows: 

We want to read 32 sectors and a sector contains 512 bytes. Therefore, b, which is the number of bytes to be 
transferred, is 32 × 512 bytes =  16384 bytes. In the same way, the number of bytes on a track is N = 32 × 512 
bytes = 16384 bytes. 
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As mentioned above, the rotation speed is  r = 3600 rpm = 60 rps (revolutions per second). 

Thus, T = 16384 / (60 × 16384) =  0.0167 seconds = 16.7 ms. 

Since we are reading a sequential file, there is essentially no seek time for the remaining tracks, so we only 
have to deal with rotational delay for each of these. Thus, each successive track is read in 8.3 + 16.7 = 25ms.  

Total time to read the entire file  =  45 + (7 × 25)  =  220 ms  =  0.22s… 

(Stallings, pp. 211, 212) 

 

Question 7 Alternative 4   

The following are all characteristics of the RAID scheme: 

Redundant disk space is used to store parity information. 
The operating system sees such a scheme as one logical drive. 
Data are distributed across the disks which comprise the RAID. 
There does not exists any hierarchical relationship between the different RAID-levels. 
(Stallings, p. 213) 

 

Question 8  Note that both Alternatives 2 and 3 are false. 

Which one of the following statements regarding aspects of the RAID 1 organisation is NOT true? 
(1)      A read request can be serviced by either of the two disks that contain the requested  data. TRUE. 
(2) A write request does not require that both corresponding strips be updated. FALSE: A write request 

requires that both corresponding strips be updated. 
(3) When a single strip is updated, the array management software must first compute and update the 

parity bits as well as updating the actual strip in question. FALSE: Parity bits are not relevant in RAID 
1 organisations. 

(4) When a drive fails, the data may still be accessed from the second drive. TRUE. 
(Stallings, pp. 218, 219) 

 

Question 9    Alternative 2   

The main difference between audio CD and CD-ROM technology is the fact that CD-ROM players contain 
fault-correction devices whereas audio CD players do not. 

(Stallings, pp. 224 - 226) 

 

Question 10 Alternative 3   

The acronym CLV stands for Constant Linear Velocity. 

(Stallings, p. 225) 
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Question 11 Alternative 3 

Which one of the following statements regarding CDs and DVDs is true?  

(1) A CD can record on both sides while a DVD can only record on one side. FALSE: A DVD can record 
on both sides but not a CD. 

(2) Information can be recorded on one layer on a DVD but can be recorded on two layers on a CD. 
FALSE: Information can be recorded on two layers on a DVD but only on one layer on a CD. 

(3) Bits are packed more tightly on a DVD than on a CD. TRUE. 
(4) Currently DVDs can contain 10 times as much information as a CD can contain. FALSE: Currently 

DVDs can contain about 7 times as much information as CDs (Stallings, 2010 edition). 
(Stallings, pp. 226, 227) 

 

Question 12 Alternative 1   

The transfer speed of the processor is not necessarily faster than that of all I/O-devices. There are some 
peripherals with transfer speeds higher than that of memory and the CPU.  

(Stallings, p. 236) 

 

Question 13 Alternative 3   

Communication is one of the categories external devices belong to. The other two are human readable and 
machine readable. 

(Stallings, p. 238) 

 

Question 14 Alternative 1   

In a parallel interface, there are multiple lines connecting the I/O modules, whereas in a serial interface, only 
one line is used to transmit data. 

(Stallings, pp. 262, 263) 

 

Question 15 Alternative 2   

Unfortunately, USB as such is not discussed in the text book but there are certain similarities between USB 
and FireWire. One of the strengths of both USB and FireWire is the fact that they use serial rather than parallel 
transmission. However, the goals of these two serial I/O interfaces differ. FireWire was designed to connect 
hard disks, audio and video equipment using a high-bandwidth serial bus. USB is specifically used for small 
peripheral devices such as flash disks and operates at a lower data rate. 

(Stallings, p. 264) 
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Question 16 Alternative 2   

The DMA module transfers the entire block of data, one word at a time, directly to or from memory. 

(Stallings, pp. 254 - 260) 

 

Question 17 Alternative 2   

An I/O module may receive a test (check status) command when addressed by a processor. 

(Stallings, p. 240) 

 

Question 18 Alternative 4   

The I/O function includes a control and timing requirement to coordinate the flow of traffic between internal 
resources and external devices. 

(Stallings, p. 240) 

 

Question 19 Alternative 1   

The connection between an I/O module and a computer system is either point-to-point or multipoint. 

(Stallings, pp. 263, 264) 

 

Question 20 Alternative 2   

The link layer is one of the layers of protocols of the FireWire standard. 

(Stallings, pp. 266) 
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